Supersymmetric solutions, such as BPS domain walls or black holes, in four-and fivedimensional supergravity theories with eight supercharges can be described by effective quantum mechanics with a potential term. We show how properties of the latter theory can help us to learn about the physics of supersymmetric vacua and BPS solutions in these supergravity theories. The general approach is illustrated in a number of specific examples where scalar fields of matter multiplets take values in symmetric coset spaces.
Introduction and Summary
Supersymmetric vacuum configurations in gauged supergravity theories in four and five dimensions recently receive a lot of attention due to their relevance to AdS/CFT correspondence [1] , and, more generally, to holography in non-superconformal field theories and Domain Wall/QFT correspondence [2] . Of particular interest are BPS solutions which preserve at least four supersymmetries.
In many of such supergravity solutions, the values of scalars and other fields depend only on a single spatial coordinate. For example, in the case of a BPS black hole this is a radial coordinate, while for a domain wall this is a transverse spatial coordinate. In any case, one can integrate out the dynamics in the other directions which are isometries of the solution and obtain a 0+1 dimensional theory -supersymmetric quantum mechanics -where the distinguished spatial coordinate plays the role of time. This relation to supersymmetric quantum mechanics was used in certain supergravity solutions, see e.g. [3] . Interpretation of the attractor flow as supersymmetric quantum mechanics was also suggested in [4] .
In this work we treat both systems in a unified framework of the effective supersymmetric quantum mechanics with a certain superpotential, so that critical points of the superpotential correspond to supersymmetric (anti de Sitter) vacua in the supergravity theory. In the case of domain walls the superpotential is inherited from the original supergravity theory, and in the case of black holes it has the meaning of the central charge of a black hole. Notice, that in both cases physics requires us to extremize these quantities. Although the presence of the superpotential is crucial, a lot of interesting questions can be answered without precise knowledge of its form, simply assuming that it is generic enough 4 .
For example, domain walls (and similarly black holes) interpolating between different minima have interpretation of the RG-flow in the holographic dual field theory on the boundary. Therefore, physically interesting questions about supersymmetric vacua and RG-flow trajectories translate into classification of ground states and gradient flows in the effective quantum mechanics. Following the seminal work of Witten [5] , we use the relation between supersymmetric quantum mechanics and Morse theory to classify these supersymmetric vacuum configurations. Namely, according to Morse theory, the complex of critical points with maps induced by gradient flow trajectories is equivalent to the Hodge-de 4 Later we will explain the precise meaning of these words.
Rham complex of the scalar field manifold. Notice, that the result is completely determined by the topology of the scalar field manifold, but not the form of the superpotential.
With these goals and motivation, we start in the next section with the derivation of supersymmetric quantum mechanics from five-dimensional BPS domain walls which interpolate between different (AdS) vacua. In the dual four-dimensional theory these solutions can be interpreted as RG trajectories in the space of coupling constants. We show that these trajectories are gradient flows with a potential, so-called height function,
given by (the logarithm of) the superpotential in supergravity theory. We also explain the relation between critical points of the height function and supersymmetric vacua of the five-dimensional supergravity. In section 3 we extend these results to four-dimensional gauged supergravity, and also include interaction with hypermultiplets which has not been studied until recently. In section 4 we draw a parallel with the black hole physics and, in particular, show how quantum mechanics of the same type appears from the radial evolution. In this case, the height function is given by the central charge of the black hole.
We also derive effective potentials associated with membranes wrapped over holomorphic curves in Calabi-Yau compactifications of M theory. After all these systems are reduced to supersymmetric quantum mechanics, one might hope to achieve classification of the critical points of the height function by means of Morse theory, cf. [5] . We review the relevant topology and explain its physical interpretation in section 5. Finally, we put all the ideas together in section 6 and demonstrate them in a family of simple examples based on SL(3) symmetric coset spaces.
Quantum Mechanics of Domain Walls
BPS domain walls are kink solutions where the scalar fields interpolate between different extrema of the supergravity potential and due to the AdS/CFT correspondence, these solutions are expected to encode the RG flow of the dual field theory. Let us focus here on the 5-d case with real scalars and postpone the modifications for complex or quaternionic scalars for the next section. A Poincaré-invariant ansatz for the metric reads as follows:
The function U = U (y) is fixed by the equations of motion coming from the variation of the action:
We included a surface term K as the outer curvature which cancels the surface contribution from the variation of the Ricci scalar. There are no surface terms including the scalars because they asymptotically extremize the superpotential and hence are constant at the boundary. The form of the potential
as a function of the superpotential W is universal for a given dimension and follows from very general stability arguments [6] . In fact, for complex and quaternionic scalar field manifolds it is also possible to define a real superpotential W . In this case the supergravity potential V will have the similar form [7] ; see the next section.
The Poincaré invariance of the ansatz (2.1) implies that all worldvolume directions are Abelian isometries, so that we can integrate them out. For our ansatz the Ricci scalar takes the form R = −20(U ) 2 − 8Ü and after a Wick rotation to an Euclidean time we find the resulting 1-dimensional action 5 :
In deriving this expression, the surface term in (2.2) was canceled by the total derivative term. The equations of motion of this action describe trajectories φ i = φ i (y) of particles in the target space M with the metric g ij . As a consequence of the 5-d Einstein equations, these trajectories are subject to the constraint
In order to derive the Bogomol'nyi bound we can insert the potential into (2.4) and write the action as
leading to the BPS equations for the function U = U (y) and φ i = φ i (y):
If these equations are satisfied, the bulk part of the action vanishes and only the surface term contributes. In the asymptotically AdS 5 vacuum this surface term diverges near 5 In our notation, dotted quantities always refer to y-derivatives.
the AdS boundary (U ∼ y → ∞) and after subtracting the divergent vacuum energy one obtains the expected result that the energy (tension) of the wall is proportional to
Our metric ansatz (2.1) was motivated by Poincaré invariance which is not spoiled by a reparameterization of the radial coordinate. We have set g yy = 1, which is one possibility to fix this residual symmetry. On the other hand, we can also use this symmetry to solve the first BPS equation W dy = ±dU , i.e. take U as the new radial coordinate. In this coordinate system the metric reads
Repeating the same steps as before we obtain the Bogomol'nyi equations for the scalars
which follow from the one-dimensional action
where h = 3 log |W |. As before, the field equations are subject to the constraint
h∂ j h = 0 and the surface term yields the central charge. Supersymmetric vacua are given by the extrema of h and the number and type of such vacua can possibly be determined by using Morse theory where h is called the height function, see [5] and below.
If there are more than two smoothly connected extrema of h, we can build kink solutions corresponding to domain walls in the 4-or 5-dimensional supergravity. Let us summarize the different types of domain walls and discuss their implications for the RG flow and Randall-Sundrum scenario, see also [8] . As long as W = 0 at the extremum, we obtain an AdS vacuum and since the extrema of W are universal (independent of the radial parameterization), we have to reach the AdS vacuum either near the boundary (U → +∞) or near the Killing horizon (U → −∞). Obviously, the case U → +∞ corresponds to a large supergravity length scale and therefore, due to the AdS/CFT correspondence, describes the UV region of the dual field theory. The opposite happens for U → −∞, which is related to small supergravity length scales and thus encodes the IR behavior of the dual field theory. Moreover, extrema of W are fixed points of the scalar flow equations and translate into fixed points of the RG flow, which can be either UV or IR attractive. The universality of the fixed points of the RG flow, e.g. the scheme independence of scaling dimensions, translates in supergravity to the fact that the properties of the extrema of the superpotential are independent of the chosen parameterization of the scalar manifold.
In order to identify the different fixed points we do not need to solve the equations explicitly; as we will see, they are determined by the eigenvalues of the Hessian of the height function h. This data depends only on the local behavior of the superpotential near the fixed point. Let us go back to the BPS equations (2.7) and expand these equations around a given fixed point with
The superpotential becomes
.
, and the cosmological constant (inverse AdS radius) is given by Λ = −W
AdS . Hence, the scalar flow equations can be approximated by 6 :
Next, we can diagonalize the constant matrix (g ij ∂ j ∂ k W ) 0 and find
where we absorbed the inverse length dimension into W 0 . The dimensionless eigenvalues ∆ (i) coincide with the eigenvalues of ∂ i ∂ j h. According to the AdS/CFT correspondence [1] , these eigenvalues are the scaling dimensions of the corresponding perturbations in the dual field theory. Namely, in a linearized version, the equations of motion for the scalars become ∂ 2 φ i −M i j φ j = 0 and the mass matrix reads
or, measured in the units of W 0 , the mass formula becomes
Consequently, near the AdS vacuum we find a solution to (2.11)
This approximate solution is, of course, valid only if δφ i = φ i − φ i 0 → 0 in the AdS vacuum where U → ±∞ and therefore all eigenvalues ∆ (i) have the same sign: ∆ (i) > 0 for UV 6 For definiteness we took the upper sign convention.
fixed points (U → +∞), or ∆ (i) < 0 for IR fixed points (U → −∞). Equivalently, UV fixed points are minima of the height function h whereas IR fixed points are maxima. For this conclusion we assumed that the scalar metric has Euclidean signature and W 0 > 0. It is important to notice that in the definition of the scaling dimensions the matrix Ω i j has one upper index and one lower index. It is straightforward to consider also the possibilities W 0 < 0 and/or timelike components of the scalar field metric. Note, the sign ambiguity in the BPS equations (2.7) interchanges both sides of the wall, i.e. it is related to the parity transformation y ↔ −y, which also flips the fermionic projector onto the opposite chirality.
The eigenvalues of Ω i k of different signs mean that the extremum is IR-attractive for some scalars and UV-attractive for the other and, therefore, is not stable (a saddle point of h). Moreover, using these saddle points to connect two maxima/minima of h would violate the proposed c-theorem for domain walls [9, 10, 11, 12] . Namely, multiplying eq. (2.9) by g ikφ k one obtains
Therefore, along the flow, the height function h has to behave strictly monotonic and at the extrema it corresponds to the central charge of the dual conformal field theory [13] :
Recall that in our sign convention larger values of the radial parameter U correspond to the UV region and are minima of the height function h.
If we start with the UV point (U = +∞) and go towards lower values of U , the c-theorem
states that h has to increase, either towards an IR fixed point (maximum) or towards a positive pole in h (W 2 → ∞), which is singular in supergravity and corresponds to c CF T = 0. On the other hand, if we start from an IR fixed point (U = −∞) and go towards larger values of U , due to the c-theorem h has to decrease, either towards a minimum (UV fixed point) or towards a negative pole (W 2 → 0), which is not singular in supergravity and corresponds to flat spacetime, c CF T → ∞. An example is the asymptotically flat 3-brane, where the height function parameterizes the radius of the sphere, which diverges asymptotically (indicating decompactification) and runs towards a finite value near the horizon which is IR attractive in our language.
In summary, there are the following distinct types of supergravity flows, which are classified by the type of the extremum of the height function or superpotential. Depending on the eigenvalues of the Hessian of h, the extrema can be IR attractive (negative eigenvalues), UV attractive (positive eigenvalues) or flat space (singular eigenvalues). Generalizing the above discussion and allowing also possible sign changes in W , the following kink solutions are possible (in analogy to the situation in four dimensions [8] ):
Note, there is no kink solution between a UV fixed point and flat space, because the ctheorem requires a monotonic h-function and the UV point corresponds to a minimum of h, whereas the flat space case is a negative pole. for models which can be embedded into maximal supersymmetric models, whereas models allowing type (iv) walls typically can not be embedded into maximal supersymmetric models 7 , an explicit example is discussed in [14] .
In the Randall-Sundrum scenario one is interested in the case (ii), because in this case the warp factor of the metric vanishes exponentially on each side of the wall.
Potentials from Gauged Supergravity
Extrema of the supergravity potential V are vacua of the theory, but not all extrema correspond to stable vacua. Instead, one can show [6] that stable vacua are extrema of a superpotential W which defines the supergravity potential in d dimensions to be
Once again, the corresponding scalar flow equations look likeφ i = −g ij ∂ j h with the height function h = (d − 2) log |W |.
7 Maximal supersymmetric models typically have only one UV extremum.
We will now derive the real superpotential W for different models. Depending on the number of unbroken supercharges, only special superpotentials can appear in supersymmetric models. Our primary interest are supergravity duals of field theories with 4 unbroken supercharges. Therefore the scalars on the supergravity side are part of vector, tensor or hyper multiplets that parameterize the product space:
Known potentials are related to: (i) gauging isometries of M or (ii) gauging the global Rsymmetry. In the first case, the scalars and fermions become charged whereas in the second case the scalars remain neutral. As a consequence of the gauging, the supersymmetry variations are altered and flat space is, in general, not a consistent vacuum. If the potential has an extremum, it is replaced by an AdS vacuum, which was not welcomed in the early days of supergravity, but fits very well in the AdS/CFT correspondence and the holographic RG flow picture. Let us discuss the different cases in more detail.
Gauged Supergravity in 5 Dimensions
Supergravity in five dimensions needs at least 8 supercharges, and scalar fields can 
In a Calabi-Yau compactification of M-theory, the fields X I (I = 0, . . . , n V ) are related to the Kähler class moduli M I by a rescalling
K and the constants C IJK are the topological intersection numbers [16] . The scalar fields φ a (X I ) parameterize the space M V defined by F = 1 and the gaugeand scalar-couplings are given by
Much less is known on the hypermultiplet side. The four real scalars of each hypermultiplet are combined to a quaternion and parameterize a quaternionic mannifold M H .
From the geometrical point of view, the hypermultiplet sector in four and five dimensional supergravity is the same, see [17] for further details. In any compactification from string or M-theory there is at least one hypermultiplet -the so-called universal hypermultiplet that contains Calabi-Yau volume V. This name is a little bit misleading since when n H > 1 there is no unique way to single out one direction on a general quaternionic manifold [18] .
As long as we have only this single hypermultiplet, its geometry is given by the coset space
. But after including further hypermultiplets, quantum corrections will deform the space in a way which is rarely known. Now let us turn to potentials resulting from gauged isometries. Both manifolds, M V and M H , have a number of isometries [19] , which can be gauged [20, 21] . However the flow equations of the scalars are not sensible to gauged isometries of M V ; it yields only an additional "D-flatness" constraint 8 [22, 21] . More interesting is the gauging of isometries of M H ; see [23, 7, 24] for explicit examples. This is a quaternionic space, which implies the existence of three complex structures and an associated triplet of Kähler forms K x . The holonomy group is SU (2) × Sp(n H ) and the Kähler forms have to be covariantly constant with respect to the SU (2) connection. The isometries are generated by a set of Killing
and the required gauge covariant derivatives become dq
In order to keep supersymmetry, this gauging has to preserve the quaternionic structure, which means that the Killing vector has to be tri-holomorphic (in analogy with the holomorphicity in N =1 supergravity). This is the case if we can express them in terms of a triplet of Killing prepotentials P x I (with the SU (2) index x = 1, 2, 3)
Here ω y u are the SU (2) connections related to the Kähler forms by K
. They can be also expressed in terms of the complex structures and the quaternionic metric as:
r u h rv , and using
we can write the Killing vectors as k
with :
8 See also below for the similar situation in 4 dimensions.
(σ x are the Pauli matrixes) the fermionic supersymmetry variations [21] become
where A, B are SU (2) indices and ∂ i ≡ ∂ ∂φ i . We dropped the gauge field contributions, since they are not important for flat domain wall solutions; they would be important e.g. for a worldvolume geometry R × S 3 . For supersymmetric vacua, W B A has to become extremal (
. One can show [7] , that the SU (2) phase of W does not contribute to the scalar flow equations and is absorbed by the SU (2) connection entering the covariant derivative D m . Moreover, combining all scalars (
recovers the BPS equation (2.7) with the real-valued superpotential
There is one especially simple example, where the superpotential is only U (1) valued,
i.e. the Killing prepotential has only one, say, P 3 I component. In this case the SU (2) covariant derivative in (3.3) becomes a partial derivative and we have the freedom to shift the Killing prepotential by any constant P 3 I → P 3 I + α I . In fact, one can even set the Killing prepotential to zero and keep only the constants α I , which are the analogs of the FI-terms in field theory. As a consequence, the Killing vectors vanish as well as the charges of the scalars. But still, we have a non-trivial potential giving a mass to all vector scalars.
In this case the superpotential becomes
which is manifestly real valued. Due to the constraint F = 1 this potential yields an AdS vacuum, where generically all vector-scalars are fixed and the moduli space M V of vacua is lifted except for a discrete set of extremal points of W (3) . From the 5-d supergravity perspective this model has been discussed in [25] , and important for the RG-flow is the property [15, 26] 
This relation implies that all scaling dimensions, as defined in (2.12), are ∆ (i) = +2 and fulfill a sum rule [27] : i ∆ (i) = 2n, with n = dimM V . Therefore, the flow is generated by mass deformations in the field theory and the positive sign indicates that all fixed points are UV attractive; IR attractive critical points are excluded for this model [22, 28] . This model can be obtained from Calabi-Yau compactification of M-theory in the presence of non-trivial G-fluxes parameterized by α I [23] and the superpotential can be written as [29, 30] 
where K is the Kähler 2-form. However this compactification yields an un-stabilized Calabi-Yau volume and, as long as we treat it as a dynamical field [31, 30] , this compactification does not give flat space or AdS vacua. Nevertheless this run-away problem can be avoided by more general hypermultiplet gauges, see [7] . It would be interesting to derive the general SU (2)-valued superpotential in the same way from M-theory. For a recent study of W x (with W 3 = 0 but W 1 = 0 and W 2 = 0) see [32] .
Gauged Supergravity in 4 Dimensions
Supergravity in 4 dimensions needs at least 4 supercharges and allows for more general (holomorphic) superpotentials which are not related to gauged isometries. In the generic case, these models have an AdS vacuum with a dual 3-d field theory with only 2 (unbroken) supercharges; for domain wall solutions see [8] .
However, if we again focus our attention on models with 8 supercharges, potentials have to be related to gauged isometries. The main difference from the situation in 5 dimensions concerns the vector multiplet side. Since vector fields in four dimensions have only two on-shell degrees of freedom, each vector multiplet has to contain two scalars (in order to complete the bosonic degrees of freedom). These two real scalars can be combined into a complex scalar z i and supersymmetry requires that they parameterize a special Kähler space, see [17] for a review. On the other hand, the scalars q u entering the hypermultiplets parameterize again a quaternionic space and the gauging of the corresponding isometries goes completely analogous to the case in 5 dimensions. This time, however, it is reasonable to use the symplectic notation of special geometry and we will use the holomorphic symplectic section V = X I (z), F I (z) with the symplectic product defining the Kähler potential:
Then, we obtain a similar superpotential, cf. eq. (3.4):
Notice, now X I = X I (z) is a complex field. In N =2 supergravity in 4 dimensions one also introduces a symplectic vector F µν = (F I µν , G I µν ) for the gauge fields. Both gauge fields are related to each other and we took the freedom to transform all gauge fields to F I µν and therefore only the X I component of the section enters W . As in 5 dimensions we can express the supersymmetry variations [33, 17] in terms of the superpotential (3.11) Ai , but not the gravitino variation δψ A m . As usual the fermionic projector is derived from the timelike gravitino variation δψ A 0 and using the metric ansatz (2.8) this projector becomes
and we define a real superpotential by
(the hyper scalars q u are 4n H real fields so that the Killing prepotentials are real). Note, the projector (3.13) contains both, the SU (2) phase as well as the U (1) phase related to the complex fields X I and in order to ensure the vanishing of the radial gravitino variation δψ A U , both phases have to be absorbed into the SU (2) (resp. U (1)) Kähler connection. This can impose further constraints.
Using the projector it is straightforward to show that the gaugino variation yields two equations 9 : a D-flatness constraint k i I X I = 0 and, after fixing the sign ambiguity in the projector, the expected flow equation for the scalars z i :
Here we use:
following the steps done in 5 dimensions, see also [7] , the hyperino variation yields the same flow equationq
As before, we can again consider the special case, where the Killing prepotentials have only one component (e.g. P .7) is now the complex superpotential [17] 
Recall that this form is related to the special symplectic basis, where all G I µν gauge fields have been dualized to F I µν gauge fields. In general, the superpotential has the covariant form [34, 31] 
It allows for AdS vacua which are in one-to-one correspondence with solutions to the attractor equations, which determine extrema of the supersymmetry central charge [35, 36] .
One can show that all these extrema are UV attractive [28] (due to a similar relation as 
where Ω is the holomorphic (3,0)-form and H f lux = H RR f lux + τ H NS f lux with τ as the complexified scalar field of type IIB string theory. Supersymmetric vacua corresponding to the 9 In this matrix equation, the coefficient in front of each Pauli matrix has to vanish. In addition, in all these calculations one has to keep in mind that the γ-matrix implicitly contains a W factor due to its curved index. minima of this superpotential have been recently studied in [32] . Moreover, the authors of [32] pointed out a relation between these supersymmetric vacua and attractor points of N = 2 supersymmetric black holes. Namely, they demonstrated the equivalence of the supersymmetry conditions ∇ i W x = 0 to the attractor equations that determine the values of the scalar fields z i at the horizon of a black hole. We elaborate this relation in the next section from the standpoint of the effective quantum mechanics, whereas in the rest of this section we discuss 'attractor' interpretation of the other supersymmetry condition:
The idea is that the supersymmetry variations of the hyperino (3. Apart from the number of 5-branes, the instanton is characterized by the membrane charge α u that takes values in the homology lattice H 3 (CY, Z Z). For a given set of the charges, one can construct a spherically symmetric solution q u (r) which preserves half the supersymmetry (3.5) and behaves like 10 [37, 38] :
When r varies from r = ∞ to r = 0, the scalar fields q u go to the fixed values determined by the charges α u , similar to the attractor mechanism [35] . It was shown in [37] , that the radial evolution of the scalar fields q u (r) is described by null-geodesics in the effective 0+1 dimensional theory with target space M H . Up to boundary terms, we expect the action of this effective theory is equivalent to the action of supersymmetric quantum mechanics (2.10) with the superpotential (3.4) (or (3.11)). Thus, we claim that the flow on the moduli space of the hypermultiplets is governed by W x .
Since the instanton solution is expected to be smooth at r = 0, from the equation (3.5) (with the U (1) R gauge field contribution included) we find that the fixed points of the flow on the moduli space of hypermultiplets are characterized by the condition (3.17):
This simple condition means that the Killing vectors obey certain linear relations at the fixed points in the space M H . Note, that in the hypermultiplet version of the attractor mechanism we have fixed limit cycles rather than fixed points 11 . It would be interesting to better understand the physics and the geometry of these fixed cycles in M H [39].
Intuitively, the hypermultiplet attractor equation (3.19) could be expected by analogy with N = 2 BPS black hole solutions that exhibit enhancement of supersymmetry at the horizon. For a similar reason, one might expect enhancement of supersymmetry at the center, r = 0, of the BPS instanton constructed from a bound state of a membrane wrapped around a special Lagrangian cycle and a five-brane wrapped on the entire CalabiYau space. As we explained in the earlier sections, a supersymmetric vacuum is given by the extremum of the superpotential (3.17) which, in turn, is equivalent to (3.19).
Black Hole -Domain Wall Correspondence
Similarity between physics of black holes of ungauged supergravity and the domain wall solutions in gauged supergravity with gauging of vector multiplets [40, 41] is based on the fact that both theories can be described by the same one-dimensional effective Lagrangian. In both cases the solution is fixed by the same set of attractor equations [35, 36] and the superpotential W of gauged supergravity corresponds to the supersymmetry central charge Z.
The D=4 N=2 action of ungauged supergravity in terms of special geometry has a well known form:
where z as in Section kinetic term can be written in the form similar to the one in (2.2):
The vector couplings ImN and ReN depend only on scalar fields z. Real scalars q u belong to hypermultiplets and parameterize the quaternionic manifold M H with the metric h uv .
In ungauged supergravity the hypermultiplets are decoupled from the theory and we will consider only vector multiplet scalars. We will choose the following ansatz for D=4 extreme black hole metric [42] :
This assumption leads to one-dimensional effective action of the familiar form:
The potential V depends on the symplectic covariant electric and magnetic charges (p I , q I ) for symplectic vector F µν = (F I µν , G I µν ) and can be identified with the symplectic invariant form I 1 in terms of the complex central charge (the graviphoton charge) Z = q I X I − p I F I with the symplectic section (X I , F I ):
where ∇ i is a Kähler covariant derivative. Action (4.1) can be easily transformed to the standard form of Bogomol'nyi bound:
with the equations of motion:
Using the same construction as in Section 3.2 for (3.15) we finally derived the equation for the scalar field z:
This form is consistent with one-dimensional supersymmetric quantum mechanics.
For the black hole solutions in D=5 ungauged supergravity [36, 42, 38] the situation is similar. The action of D=5 N=2 ungauged supergravity coupled to vector multiplets has a form:
Scalar fields φ i are defined through the constraint (3.1), F = 1 6
C IJK X I X J X K = 1, and the gauge coupling G IJ and g ij are given by (3.2) and depend only on X I and C IJK . The ansatz for the D=5 black hole solutions is: Using a new radial variable τ = 1 r 2 and equations of motion it is easy to reduce D=5 action to the effective D=1 dimensional action:
where the potential V comes from the kinetic term for the vector fields
where Z = X I Q I is a central charge. In (4.6) we used special geometry relations (see for example [43] ):
The effective action (4.6) is easily changed to the familiar BPS form:
where
Once again we have a system of linear differential equations of the form:
Using the first equation to introduce the new radial variable dU = 
This consideration shows that both cases -black holes of ungauged supergravity coupled to vector multiplets and domain walls of gauged supergravity can be treated using the same approach of one-dimensional supersymmetric quantum mechanics. The 11-dimensional supergravity theory is described by the action:
where C is a 3-form field with 4-form field strength G (4) = dC. In the presence of an electrically charged membrane source Bianchi identities and equations of motion for D = 11 theory are:
* is Hodge-dual and J is a source current with the corresponding Noether "electric" charge
where M 8 is a volume and S 7 is a sphere around the membrane. A formal solution to the equations of motion (4.8) reads:
where ǫ 7 is a volume form and Ω 7 is a 7-volume. This solution corresponds to the vector potential of the form:
where r is a D = 11 transverse distance to the membrane and ω 3 is the membrane volume 
A solution (4.9) of the equations of motion take the form:
Here r is a D = 5 transverse radial coordinate and V is a Clabi-Yau volume, and "electric"
where C 
here we use the relation
√ g E . The effective potential for D = 5 is:
This D=5 potential V 5 explicitly depends on r and fells with the distance to the source so that in this case there is no run-away Calabi-Yau volume as in [23, 30] .
In the effective one-dimensional theory (4.5) U plays a role of a dilaton and the appearence of the effective potential (4.6) can be understood as a result of gauging of an additional axionic shift symmetry.
The consideration of Section 3 shows that hypermultiplets can also play a very important role in the physics of black holes. The difference between a black hole solution and a domain wall solution is in the presence of non-trivial vector fields in the black hole case.
Those fields should be added to the supersymmetry variations (3.5) (see [21] ):
It is easy to see that in ungauged supergravity hypermultiplets are decoupled from the theory and do not affect the solution. It may not be the case when some gauging is present.
An application of Morse theory to the black hole physics can have interesting consequences. It is possible to consider a black hole solution in gauged supergravity with vector multiplet gauging [44] . In this case hypermultiplets are also decoupled and, unfortunately (as we will see later, rather, predictably), the BPS solutions contain naked singularities or blow up near the horizon. This means that in this theory it is impossible to find a black hole with a regular horizon embedded in the AdS 5 . On the other hand, application of Morse theory to this case predicts existence of only one critical point (or several of the same type) and the absence of a second non-trivial vacuum (see Section 5) is justified.
The case of the black hole solution with hypermultiplet gauging is much more complicated. In this case, hypermultiplets are no longer decoupled from the theory and the hypermultiplet gauging can lead to the appearance of a second non-trivial critical point.
It will be interesting to consider such solutions in the future work.
Morse Theory and Vacuum Degeneracy
In the previous sections we studied the effective dynamics of BPS solutions in N = 2 five-dimensional supergravity which preserve the SO(3, 1) (or SO (4) and h has a microscopic interpretation in terms of a G-flux [23, 30] .
In any case, the study of BPS objects described above and the classification of supersymmetric vacua in D = 4 and D = 5 supergravity boils down to a simpler problem in supersymmetric quantum mechanics with the effective action (2.10). This connection to supersymmetric quantum mechanics allows one to address many interesting physical questions studying more elementary system. For example, Klebanov and Tseytlin used this relation to study supergravity duals of the RG-flows in SU (N ) × SU (N + M ) gauge theories [3] . In this section we will discuss another application of this relation.
For a compact space M, it has been shown by Witten [5] that supersymmetric quantum mechanics with the action (2.10) is just Hodge-de Rham theory of M. Therefore, assuming it is also the case for certain (non-compact) scalar field manifolds M that occur in supergravity, we can use topological methods -in particular, Morse theory -to classify possible BPS states and supersymmetric vacua they connect. As we explained above, our results are quite generic irregardless of the physical nature of a given BPS solution; they work equally well for BPS domain walls, for spherically symmetric black holes, or any other BPS object with the effective action (2.10). We only make a couple of assumptions necessary in the following. First, we require M to be a Riemannian manifold, although sometimes it comes with some additional structure (e.g. complex or quaternionic structure) corresponding to additional (super-)symmetry in the problem. One has to be very careful with this assumption in the cases when M has singularities, in particular, in
Calabi-Yau compactifications of M theory. Second, we assume that the space M is either compact or it has the right behaviour at infinity, so that the topological methods of Morse theory are reliable 12 .
Given a Riemannian manifold M, let h: M → R be a "good" Morse function of C ∞ -class. This condition means that every point in M is either a regular point where dh = 0 or an isolated critical point p ∈ M where dh = 0 and h can be written as:
in some neighborhood of p.
The number k in (5.1) is called the Morse index of a critical point p and is denoted by µ(p). It turns out that µ(p) has a nice physical interpretation in supergravity. Recall, that the critical points of h correspond to supersymmetric vacua. Moreover, according to the analysis of section 2, the eigenvalues of the Hessian of h determine the type of the attractor point. In particular, critical points with zero Morse index are UV attractive. On the other hand, critical points with µ = n are IR attractive. In general, a critical point p is of mixed type, 0 < µ < n. In models with only vector multiplets, the superpotential depends generically on all scalars and such mixed critical points do not correspond to stable vacua, see discussion after (2.14).
Therefore, in order to classify possible supersymmetric vacua, one has to know how many points have a given Morse index. Morse theory provides a nice answer to this problem in terms of the topology of the scalar field manifold M. Before we state the result let us introduce a few more notions which will be convenient in the following.
As we explained in the previous sections, a supersymmetric domain wall or a spherically symmetric black hole corresponds to a gradient flow 13 of h from one critical point p to another critical point q. Consider the "moduli space of these BPS solutions" M (p, q).
Namely, for a pair of critical points p and q we define:
to be the moduli space of the gradient trajectories from p to q modulo the equivalence relation φ(t) ∼ φ(t + const). In general, M (p, q) is not a manifold, though perturbing it a bit we can always assume that it is a manifold (or a collection of points, if we have a finite number of distinct gradient trajectories).
A classical result in Morse theory asserts that the real dimension of M (p, q) is given by:
It immediately follows that non-singular BPS domain walls (or spherically symmetric black holes) of types (ii) and (iv) interpolating between two vacua of the same kind do not exist in theories where h is a global Morse function, cf. the discussion in the end of section 2.
Indeed, if there are two critical points of the same type (i.e. either both IR or both UV), then the virtual dimension (5.2) becomes negative. Another physical result that follows from (5.2) is that domain walls of type (iii) connecting an IR attractive point and a UV attractive point come in (n − 1)-dimensional families. 13 It is this place where we use the Riemannian metric on M to define a gradient vector field ∇h.
It is curious to note that BPS solutions interpolating between mixed (IR/UV) vacua also appear in Morse theory as boundary components of M (p, q). For example, codimension 1 boundary of M (p, q) consists of the points corresponding to two consequent gradient flows: first from p to some other critical point s, µ(p) > µ(s) > µ(q), and then from s to q:
Similarly, codimension 2 boundary consists of the points corresponding to three consequent
Including all these boundary components we obtain a compact oriented manifold M (p, q).
Now we define Witten complex C * (M, h) as a free abelian group generated by the set of critical points of h:
Furthermore, we define ∂:
) via the sum over gradient trajectories (counted with signs):
Then, the Morse-Thom-Smale-Witten theorem says that ∂ 2 = 0 and:
Therefore, the classification of critical points and gradient trajectories which represent supersymmetric vacua and BPS solutions, respectively, can be addressed in terms of the topology of M. In particular, one finds the following lower bound on the total number of supersymmetric vacua:
This is the classical Morse inequality.
We conclude that by using Morse theory formulas (5. Note, that G can have time-like directions which would be inconsistent if we did not divide by H that makes the metric on the quotient space M V = G/H positive-definite. Another effect of the quotient by H is that the space G/H is topologically trivial unless we divide further by a discrete symmetry group, e.g. U-duality group 15 . This is one way to make the topology of M topologically non-trivial.
The second possibility to get theories with multiple supersymmetric vacua is to take a space of scalar fields M with more than one branch. For instance, an important family of theories is based on the target spaces of the following simple form:
Since SO(n) is the maximal compact subgroup in the noncompact group SO(n, 1) the quotient space M V is equivalent, up to homotopy, to a set two points. The number of points comes from the number of disconnected components in the non-compact group SO(n, 1) which looks like a hyperbolic space. Therefore, irregardless of the value of n in this class of models we find the following Betti numbers 
Similar to the previous example, there are at least four UV attractive vacua which can not be smoothly connected by BPS domain walls.
These are examples of symmetric spaces which typically appear as scalar field manifolds in N = 2 five-dimensional supergravity theories and also in models with additional (super-)symmetry structure [49] , as we mentioned earlier.
It is important to stress here that it is crucial for the height function h to be globally [50] . In fact, passing through a flop transition point the second Chern class changes and, therefore, the 5-brane charge induced in the boundary field theory also jumps. Since the total 5-brane charge should be conserved (and equal to zero in the compact Horava-Witten setup) some α I also have to jump, as if the flop curves effectively carry a magnetic charge [50] . Although the superpotential (3.9) passes these curves smoothly, because the corresponding X I vanishes there, its (second) derivatives jump once we cross a Kähler wall, and the corresponding h is not a globally defined height function.
A similar result occurs in gauged supergravity theories coupled to hyper multiplets.
In this case supersymmetry implies that scalar fields from hyper multiplets parameterize a quaternionic manifold M H of negative curvature [51] :
Even though this condition is not as much restrictive as the supersymmetry condition of SO(n, 4). Therefore, M H is homologous to a set of two points:
The same result we find for M H = SU (n, 2)/SU (n)×SU (2). As we mentioned earlier, a simple way to obtain models where scalar fields take values in a topologically non-trivial manifold M H is to devide by a discrete group which, for example, may be a subgroup of the isometries of M H . For example, if we have only the universal hypermultiplet, n = 1, the coset space M H = SU (1, 2)/U (1) × SU (2) is a quaternionic Kähler manifold, where the Kähler potential can be written as K(S, C) = − log(S + S − 2(C + C) 2 ). It has two abelian isometries corresponding to shifts of the complex scalar fields S and C, S → S + ia and C → C + ib. To get a topologically non-trivial manifold, we can consider a quotient space:
where the action of Z Z 2 is equivalent to identification S ∼ S + ia and C ∼ C + ib for integer numbers a and b. Supergravity theory coupled to a hypermultiplet based on the resulting quotient space is expected to have at least i b i (M H /Z Z 2 ) = 4 supersymmetric vacua.
Before we conclude this section, let us remark that due to its construction, the superpotential or height function may not depend on all hyper-scalars and the chosen gauged isometry of M H determines the scalars on which the superpotential depends. Hence, for a given superpotential, obtained by a specific gauging, a mixed critical point with 0 < µ < n H may appear as a "good" UV or IR fixed point. Only the critical points with µ = 0 and µ = n H are "gauge-independent" and appear in all gaugings as UV and IR fixed points. Assuming that Morse inequalities are saturated, every component of M has exactly one UV critical point with µ = 0 and at most one IR point with µ = n H if M is a compact manifold 17 . The values of all scalar fields are fixed in these two critical points. Additional (mixed) critical points can be stable under the UV/IR scaling only if the superpotential has (bad) flat directions.
Examples: SL(3) Symmetric Coset Spaces
Let us consider in more detail a specific example where the quotient space which appears in N = 2 five-dimensional supergravity is associated with Jordan algebras of the form:
where Str 0 (J) is the reduced structure group and Aut(J) is the automorphism group of a real unital Jordan algebra of degree 3. A simple example based on irreducible J is M = SL(3, R)/SO(3), which is a three-dimensional analog of the Lobachewsky plane, SL(2, R)/SO(2). Like its two-dimensional analog, the space M is contractible because a semisimple Lie group SL(n, R) is isomorphic to its maximal compact subgroup SO(n).
After we divide by the latter we get a point, up to homotopy:
So, we come to the conclusion that the STU model with generic superpotential has a single supersymmetric vacuum. In the rest of this section our goal will be to identify the physics of this vacuum.
There are two generalizations of this example over complex numbers and quaternions.
In any case we divide SL(3, F ), where F = {R, C, H} is the base field in question, by its maximal compact subgroup. Although the resulting quotient space has trivial topology (6.1) for all ground fields F , the physics is different. Namely, we claim that three supersymmetric vacua corresponding to various choices of F describe AdS 5 dual of N = 4
super-Yang-Mills perturbed by mass terms which preserve different subgroups of SO (6) R-symmetry.
In order to see that a scalar vev. gives rise to a mass deformation, one has to find scaling dimension ∆ (i) of the corresponding operator O (i) in the boundary theory. Using the standard formula (2.13) we get ∆ (i) = 2 which allows us to identify O (i) with a mass term. In general, a mass term is specified by a bosonic symmetric 6 × 6 matrix and a fermionic symmetric 4 × 4 matrix. In our three exampes, however, these matrices have additional symmetries reminiscent of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory with R-symmetry twists [52] . In particular, at special values of twists, where the corresponding phases are equal to (−1), extra hypermultiplets become massless 18 , and we expect to get a fourdimensional superconformal theory 19 .
Below we discuss in more details the case where F = C. In particular, we solve the flow equations (2.7) for the coset space SL(3, C)/SU (3). This coset manifold is parameterized by 8 non-trivial scalar fields with the intersection form [15] 
18 To see this, it is convenient to think of gauge theories with R-symmetry twists as compactifications of five-dimensional gauge theories on a circle with twisted boundary conditions on S 1 [52] . The masses of Kaluza-Klein states are given by m = n + 1/2 + qW where W is the value of the Wilson lines of the gauge field and q is the charge of a given mode. Note that for any n ∈ Z Z we get a whole hyper-multiplet. Moreover, for n = 0 and −1 and W = 1/2 and q = +1 and −1 we find two massless hypermultiplets. 19 We thank Ori Ganor for discussions on this point.
where X, Y and Z are complex and S, T and U are real. The unique solution of the attractor equations [36] : ∂ I F = e −2U H I , which solves the flow equations (2.7) (see [30] ) is given where H I is a set of harmonic functions H I = h I + 6 α I y which are real for the S, T, U components and complex for the X, Y, Z components. For the metric we take the ansatz:
where the function e −2U is obtained from the requirement F = 1:
The scalar fields are defined by F = 1 and we may consider, for example, the ratios: As expected, this action has singular terms and a finite part. The leading singularity scales with the cosmological constant (AdS volume) while the subleading term a 1 and the finite term a 2 can be obtained by inserting the harmonic functions (6.5). The divergent part will be subtracted by the renormalization in the field theory and the finite part will give the renormalized effective action; in our approximation we see only potential or mass terms.
From the RG-flow point of view this AdS vacuum corresponds to an UV fixed point.
While moving towards negative y the warp factor e 2U decreases monotonically (according to c-theorem) and we approach the IR region in the fields theory. Because e 6U is negative at y = −∞, we have to pass a zero at some finite value of y, which is the singular end-point of the RG flow. Like in any other case with vector multiplets only, the absence of an IR fixed point forces the solution to run into a singularity.
On the other hand, from the string theory perspective this solution corresponds to a 5-brane wrapping a holomorphic 2-cycle, namely a torus T 2 . Once again, we point out the analogy with the construction of gauge theories with R-symmetry twists from (2,0) theory on a torus in the limit where the size of the torus and the values of twists tend to zero (Vol(T 2 ) → 0 and α → 0) while their ratio α/Vol(T 2 ) remains finite and defines a mass scale in the resulting theory [52] . From this construction it is clear that at the special values of twists α, where the theory becomes superconformal, it must be dual to AdS 5 × S 5
perturbed by a dimension-8 operator (proportional to Vol(T 2 )) and dimension-2 operators (proportional to α), similar to the AdS 5 vacuum of SL(3) coset spaces we found.
It is reasonable to put another (5-brane) source at some place where the warp factor is still positive, say y = 0. This extra source appears as a non-trivial right-hand side of the harmonic equations:
where α I is the component of the 5-brane charge related to a basis of (1, 1)-forms ω I .
There are two possibilities: in the first option we continue in a symmetric way through the source, which implies the replacement H I → h I + 6α I |y| and is equivalent to a sign change in the flux vector α I while passing the source at y = 0. This case appears in the Z Z 2 orbifold of the Horava-Witten setup compactified to 5 dimensions [23] . But we may also consider the case where the flux jumps from zero to a finite value, i.e. on the side behind the source we can set α I = 0, which is equivalent to the replacement H → h I + 6α I 1 2 (y + |y|), so that H I is constant for negative y and the space time is flat.
By adding this source, we cut off the (singular) part of space-time and glue instead an identical piece (Z 2 symmetric) or flat space (vanishing flux on one side). If one wants to discuss a RS-type scenario, one may also cut off the regular AdS part and keep on both sides the naked singularity. In the first case the source is the standard positive tension brane generating an AdS space on both sides, whereas in the second case a negative tension brane is accompanied with a naked singularity. For a more detailed discussion of sources see [53] .
